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Sunday in Cape Town…getting just a bit colder and wetter by the day. 
 
There’s no doubt where I’ll be on Thursday evening...it’s in front of a TV watching the results of the UK 
elections.  I’ve had my vote and it’ll be fascinating to see if there is a hung parliament.  The UK doesn’t do 
coalitions very well so there’s bound to be some confusion. 
 
Although I’m a Permanent Resident in South Africa I can’t vote here...but unlike the UK the results here are a 
foregone conclusion. 
 
Not a good week for sport...Millwall relegated, the Stormers lose and England’s cricket team looking woeful. 
Start again next week! 
 
We’re running an SDI qualification course next week in Jo’burg.  There’s a good number on it and I hope it will 
start to give us some traction in Jo’burg.  We’ve got some high powered people on the programme so it 
should be quite a step forward.  My colleague is running it...and it’ll have a coaching bias. 
 
I’m going to have a weekend off next week...so no update.  I’m letting real life get priority! 
 
 
Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn and re-tweet. 
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I’ve never had a gadget that got so much use as my Note 4.  It’s a truly marvellous piece of kit and I read the 

newspaper downloaded from London every day, listen to podcasts, listen to the BBC, download books, listen to 

audible books, track my fitness, make phone calls and all manner of other stuff.  It gets my absolute thumbs up. 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) — Alaska State Troopers have recovered 75 of 80 frozen pizzas reported stolen 
thanks to an enterprising thief. 
The Alaska Dispatch News reports (http://bit.ly/1EMGfTD ) that 80 frozen pizzas were reported stolen from a store 
in Gambell, a village on St. Lawrence Island in the Bering Sea. Police say they received a strong tip when 29-year-
old John Koozaata and 21-year-old Lewis Oozeva called the police department and tried to sell the pizzas to on-
duty officers. 
Police say that the pair broke into the Gambell Native Store warehouse and took five cases of pizza, valued at 
$1,100, or about $13.75 a pie. 
Troopers say Koozaata and Oozeva were arrested and taken to Nome. They are in custody at the Anvil Mountain 
Correctional Center facing charges of burglary and theft. 
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Referrals... 

I got a sales enquiry last week from a prospect where one of the managers had come on a 
negotiation programme some years ago.  He’d moved companies and wanted to introduce me to 
his new firm. 
 
We’re talking about fees and objectives...check this week’s negotiation tip! 
 
One of the reasons...among many...that I write this newsletter is to remind colleagues, friends 
and clients that I’m still warm and vertical and ready for some training and consultancy action.  
Many of the people involved have been on previous programmes and I trust have found the 
experience valuable. 
 
You must never lose touch with your clients.  Retain their email addresses, refer them to your 
website, write a blog or newsletter but never let them forget you.  Keep it light and friendly without 
too many overt selling messages and you’ll retain their business and get referrals from them to 
other customers. 
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Novices need training... 

Here’s a note I got this week...and it’s genuine...from a client where we’re discussing a fee. 
 
No names are mentioned except mine and the writer is not part of this network.  If you can’t spot 
the weaknesses in this note then what have you been doing for the last 700 tips! 
 
“Thanks for getting back to me, Tom!  We may be in the ballpark.  I also wanted to ask as well - If 
we were to do a 2-day session vs. a 1-day session, do you have any flexibility on the day rate by 
any chance?” 
 
Three guesses what my reply was! 
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